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Fordham Universitx School of Law 
at Lincoln Center 
2 
At Lincoln Center-140 West 62nd Street 
1 961 -Present 
Vincent Building-302 Broadway 





The Fordham University School of Law opened on September 
28, 1905 in Col lins Hall on the Rose Hill Campus. During the first 
decade of its existence, the Law School had five different homes: 
Collins Hall, 42 Broadway in Lower Manhattan 1906-1908, 20 
Vessey St. 1908-1911 , 40 Nassau St. 1911-1915, and the Wool-
worth Building 1915-1943. Unti l 1935, however, it also main-
tained a presence in the evening on the Bronx Campus. The Wool-
worth Building, then held the distinction of being the world's tallest 
building and one of the most beautiful skyscrapers ever designed. 
In 1943, the school was moved to 302 Broadway, days which have 
been described as the beginning of the "Golden Era" of the facul-
ty, which continues to this day. In 1961 , Dean Mulligan guided the 
Law School from 302 to its present home at Lincoln Center, " in the 
midst of New York City, at the heart of the lega l, commercial and 
financial capita l of the world." 
In 1912 the Evening Division , which was to susta in the Law 
School in many a troubled time, opened in sp ite of objections of 
some of the faculty. It is significant to note that from the very begin-
ning, the same faculty members who taught in the evening also 
taught in the Day Division. This tradition has helped make the 
School's evening program one of the strongest in the nation. 
Tuition when the schoo l opened in 1905 was $100, in 1917 
$125, in 1923 $180, in 1933 $200, in 1961 $1 ,000, in 1981 
$4,900, in 1987 $10,350, and in 1996 it is $20,400 for the Day 
division and $15,300 for the Evening division . 
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Asst. Dean Robert J. Rei lly '75, Hats off for a job (party) wel l done! 
Fordhamites enjoying the 90th birthday of the law school , Hector Baldonado '96, smiling into the 
September 28, 1995. new year. 
Samuel Cheng, Doris Chang, Kimberly 
Chin, Linda Cheung, Evelyn Lim & Ravind 
Karamsingh '96 - head's up! 
5 
90th Anniversary Gala 
Right: Albert Marquez '96, Kathleen Hurley & Theresa Kerins 
~· 
II 
Reverend joseph A. O'Hare, S.j . & Meena Goei-De '96 
Cocktai ls on the Robert Moses Plaza at 6:00pm Asst. Dean Robert). Reilly '75 
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May 14, 1996 
Hon. joseph M . M claugh lin '59 & Cynthia Rago '96 Patricia M . Hynes '66 
D inner under the big tent at Lincoln Center at 7:00pm 
7 
Fifth Annual Auction 
$10,000 Sodabread-King bread 
Dinner and a Show: $1,000 
Reading for pleasure! Do I hear more??? 
8 
Raised over $165,000 
W ho bid what! 
-{ * (tfo'i! 
., ... ( 
' l ·~t,.... 
., .. f- ' 
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Follies 




Prof. Edward McGonagle 
Story of Rothko. 
LLMs - You are it. 
Getting to know the system. 
Asst. Manager Marjorie Martin '78 
'Netting' into the 21st century. 
What § was that? 
Rev. Joseph A. O'Hare S.J., President 
13 
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School of Law 
ADMINISTRATION 
Michael M. Martin 
Associate Dean and Professor of Law 
john D. Feerick 
Dean and Professor of Law 
William j. Moore 
Dean of Admissions 
Robert J. Reilly 
Assistant D ean of External Affa irs 
Nitza Escalera 
Assistant Dean of Students 
Kathleen Brady 
Asst. Dean, Career Planning & Placement 
judith l. M. O'Sullivan 
Assistant Dean for Administration 
Kevin S. Downey 





Director; Career Planning & Placement 
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Helen Herman 
Director; Academic Programs 
Keri Gould 
Director of Externship Program 
Estelle Fabian 
Director; Administration-Graduate Program 
Marilyn Alexander 
Director of Faculty Secretarial Services 
James A. McGough 
Director of Financial Aid 
Thomas J. Schoenherr 
Director, Public Interest Resource Center 
Jennifer Atherley 
Director, Information Systems & Planning 
Robert J. Cooper 
Director of Publications 
JanetTracy 







Professor of Law 
Daniel J. Capra 
Professor of Law 
Marc M. Arkin 
Professor of Law 
Yung Frank Chiang 
Professor of Law 
Helen Bender 
Associate Professor of Law 
James A. Cohen 
Associate Professor of Law and Director 
of Clinical Education 
Jeffrey Colon 
Associate Professor of Law 
Deborah W. Denno 
Associate Professor of Law 
Elizabeth Cooper 
Associate Professor of Law 
Matthew Diller 
Associate Professor of Law 
Mary C. Daly 
Professor of Law 
Carl Felsenfeld 
Professor of Law 
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20 
Jill E. Fisch 
Professor of Law 
Martin Fogelman 
McGivney Professor of Law 
Martin S. Flaherty 
Associate Professor of Law 
Roger J. Goebel 
Professor of Law 
james E. Fleming 
Associate Professor of Law 
Bruce A. Green 
Associate Professor of Law 
Abner S. Greene 
Associate Professor of Law 
Gail D. Hollister 
Associa te Professor of Law 
Hugh C. Hansen 
Associate Professor of Law 
Nicholas J. Johnson 
Associate Professor of Law 
Tracy E. Higgins 
Associate Professor of Law 
Robert J. Kaczorowski 
Professor of Law 
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22 
James L. Kainen 
Associate Professor of Law 
Michael T. Madison 
Professor of Law 
Constantine N. Katsoris 
Wilkinson Professor of Law 
Donald L. Magnetti 
Associate Professor of Law 
Michael R. Lanzarone 
Professor of Law 
Michael P. F. Malloy 
Professor of Law 
Maria L. Marcus 
Professor of Law 
Mark R. Patterson 
Associate Professor of Law 
Edward F. C. McGonagle 
Professor of Law 
Russell G. Pearce 
Associate Professor of Law 
Jacqueline M. Nolan-Haley 
Associate Clinical Professor of Law 
Joseph M. Perillo 
Cameron Professor of Law 
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24 
Ernest Earl Phillips 
Professor of Law 
Daniel C. Richman 
Associate Professor of Law 
Thomas M. Quinn 
Norris Professor of Law 
David A. Schmudde 
Associate Professor of Law 
Joel R. Reidenberg 
Associate Professor of Law 
Beth G. Schwartz 
Associate Clinical Professor of Law 
Donald L. Sharpe 
Associate Professor of Law 
Linda Sugin 
Associate Professor of Law 
Andrew B. Sims 
Associate Professor of Law 
Joseph C. Sweeney 
Professor of Law 
Terry Smith 
Associate Professor of Law 
Ludwik A. Teclaff 




Professor of Law 
Rachel Vorspan 
Director of Legal Writing and 
Associate Professor Law 
William M. Treanor 
Associate Professor of Law 
I an Weinstein 
Associate Professor of Law 
Georgene M. Vairo 
Leonard F. Manning Professor of Law 
Rev. Charles M. Whelan, S.J. 
Professor of Law 
Benjamin C. Zipursky 
Associate Professor of Law 
Frederic Neustadt 
Adjunct Lawyering Instructor 
Ann M. Moynihan 
Adjunct Lawyering Instructor 
Thane N. Rosenbaum 




Dean William Moore, Asst. Dean 
Kevin Downey, John Chalmers 
Asst. Dir. Admissions, Ruth 
Mohamed, Maureen Calle, Nivia 




Dir. Helen Herman, Scott Lilly, 




Asst. Dean Robert Reilly, Liza 
Palmer Asst. to the Asst. Dean, Kim 
Golson, Alice Phillips, Asst. Dir. 




Dir. Hillary Mantis, Asst. Dean 
Kathleen Brady, AnneMarie Mur-
phy, Emily Marcus, Asst. Dir., Rob-
byn Thompson, Christina Meincke 
Assoc. Dir. 
Clinical 




Susan Santangelo Ad. Asst. to the 
Assoc. Dean, lauren Errichiello 





John Topping, Claudette Parker, 
Kathleen Smith Ruggiero, Mary 




Lisa Gurley, Asst. Dean Judith 
O'Sullivan, Marilyn Force 
Financial Aid 
Dir. James McGough, Kimberly Tel-








Jason Benedict Manager of Techni-
ca l Serv., Marjorie A. Martin Asst. 
Manager, Computer Lab and Class-
room, Dir. jennifer Atherley, 
Lizette Velazquez, Paul Woomer 
Manager of Technical Ed. and 
Resource 
Law Library 
Prof. Janet Tracy, Juan Fernandez, 
Kurtie Sannon, Bryan Carol 
Shapiro, lorene Robbie, Victor 
Essien, Kristine Kreilick Assoc. Law 
Librarian, Shu-Ya Zhang, Janice 
Creer, Joyce Dindayal, Mary 





Kenneth Pokrowski Registrar, Hilda Alvarez, Renee Crawford, C. lincoln Brown Assoc. 





Asst,. Dean Nitza Escalera, Brigette Laforest Asst. Oir., Lynette 
Osborne 
Dir. Thomas J. Schoenherr, Nancy Clermont, Susan Adelsberg 
Asst. Oir. 
seC U r i ty- John Alexander, Antonio Figueroa, Jim Persaud, E. Matthews 

Natalie Barenboym Jude F. Bretous Alejandro T. Briceno 
Ana Buitrago Federico Caire Neriman F. Erdogan 
Isabel Franco Fabienne Fontaine Claus U. Gerber 
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Anastasia Gerontis Salomon Gruenberg Elsa A. Gueziec 
Corinna M. Hermanns Marta H. Conde Wei-Ming Hsu 
William jannace Birgitt Kammerer Yoichi Kawakami 
35 
Maria E. Lagdameo Luiz Leaes Jr. Xiaoping Lin 
Florent A. Mabilat lvette Martinez de Castro Jose A. Moran 
Reginald Neirynck Masako Nomoto Maria A. Novillo 
36 
Anja Nussbaum Keith S. Ott 
Jasbrinder Sahni Supattra Sathapornnanon 







Audur I. lngvarsdottir 
Maria N. Kambas 
Roshni Khattar 




Jonathan D. Abraham Marisol Abuin 
Tenley K. Adams Richard C. Agata Joshua J. Albert 
Christena P. Alexandrou Belkis M. Alonso Tamiko A. Amaker 
40 
Meenakshi Ambardar Dara L. Andreasen Artemis Anninos 
Christopher K. Annunziata Charles E. Austin Ming Ayvas 
Sloan C. Bailey David M. Balaban Hector J. Baldonado 
41 
Judith B. Barack Eva D. Barnett David B. Barros 
Michael P. Battin Andrew P. Beame William J. Beausoleil II 
Henry P. Bell Carol W. Benedicto Paul B. Benziger 
42 
David Berglas Michael S. Bertrand Bruno C. Bier 
Marina M. Blake John S. Blakley Jeffrey A. Blomberg 
Paul C. Blutter Stuart M. Bodoff David E. Bonn 
43 
Arturo M. Boutin David A. Bowen Karen A. Boyer 
Clifton R. Branch Jr. Shari A. Brandt John M. Breslin 
Steven C. Brodsky Marion C. Brooke Jennifer L. Buchman 
44 
James F. Burke Rachel G. Burke Colleen M. Burrows 
Nichelle Bussey John M. Butler Lisa Y. Bynoe 
Lisa Cabbagestalk Jacqueline Cabrera Christina L. Calise 
45 
Kathleen M. Callaghan John T. Carlton Nancy M. Carolan 
Leslie D. Carrero Lisa A. Cartafalsa Christopher P. Cartier 
Julia L. Chariott Christina Chiaramonte Peter N. Ching 
46 
Colin B. Christensen Paul Christodoulou Jill L. Ciamarra 
Lisa M. Cirando Brett B. Coffee Robert H. Cohen 
Julianne Cohn Hayden A. Coleman 
47 
Christopher R. Conroy Lisa Conroy Hope L. Cooper 
Yolanda A. Corion Selene H. Costello 
Geraldine M. Cunningham Molly S. Cusson 
48 
Elena M. D' Agustino Bernard Daskal Gene G. De Maio 
Frederick de Ia Vega Andrea Del Duca Cassandra M. DelaMothe 
Ralph A. Dengler Osman Dennis RoseAnn DeRupo 
49 
Derek C. Dessler Axel P. Diaz John C. Doherty 
John W. Doherty Michelle Donnay Denise M. Dunkin 
Robin E. Dunlop Daniel G. Ecker Thomas C. Egg 
50 
Steven R. Eichel Marisa Esposito Regine Eugene-Burke 
Michael C. Faro Kathleen M. Fay Maria Fazzolari 
Erik M. Feig Michael D. Feinman Michael R. Feinsod 
51 
Daniel A. Feinstein Eric M. Feldt Pedro C. Fernandez 
Kelly A. Finley Michelle L. Finneran Kyra Fischbeck 
Amy J. Fleischmann Scott D. Fleming Amy E. Floyd 
52 
Neil P. Flynn Donald M. Forman Steven W. Fortunato 
Dolores Franco Melissa Franco Judith J. Francois 
Anna S. Frangetis Jennifer A. Frederick Alia Frenkel 
53 
Cecilia C. Froelich Mario Fulgieri Richard A. Gadsby 
John B. Gaffney Theodora Galacatos Gwendolyn Galef 
Allan S. Galper BethAnn Gannon Paul C. Garfinkel 
54 
Joseph E. Gehring Jr. Shobha V. George Marie C. Gibson 
Rita M. Glavin Meena I. Goei-De Andrew M. Goldfrank 
Seth R. Goldman Sandra L. Gonzalez Sandra C. Gordon 
55 
Stephen P. Goulet Michelle S. Goveia David A. Greene 
Lisa H. Greene Melanie F. Griffith Todd H. Halpern 
Frederick J. Hamble John W. Hanes Ill Jebediah Harben 
56 
Thomas J. Harrison Alisan V. Harte Matthew H. Haverstick 
Margaret A. Healy Adam Hemlock Renee L. Henderson 
Paul S. Hessler Shari N. Hines Douglas T. Hirai 
57 
Leon B. Hirth Steven H. Holinstat Samuel Hooker 
jason K. Horowitz Peter L. Hort Gregory W. Hotaling 
Theodore P. Howard Jeffrey D. Hummel Vincenzo leraci 
58 
Jeffrey Jackson Bruce Jacobs Marissa F. Jacobson 
Raymond K. Javdan Sarah A. Johnson Michael D. Jones 
Abbe H. Kalnick Benjamin A. Kaplan Dina Kaporis 
59 
Ravind Karamsingh Daniel E. Karp Samantha L. Kearns 
James M. Kehoe lan L. Kelley Beth L. Kelly 
David W. Kenna Christina M. Kenny James J. Killerlane Ill 
60 
Michele Kim James R. Klaiber Ronald S. Kornreich 
Elizabeth T. Kovitch Joshua L. Kraus Amanda J. Krevitt 
Birgit Kurtz Gian-Carlo Laguzza Peter Lambrianakos 
61 
Eva V. Landeo Kathi D. Lang-Thorbs Peter T. Lattman 
Kerri E. Lawlor William W. Lawrence Melinda W. Lee 
So Young S. Lee Nancy J. Leo Ethan Y. Leonard 
62 
Georgia K. Lerner Nathan P. Letts Daniela Levarda 
Adam K. Levine Alan M. Levine Marc W. Levy 
Cynthia W. Lie Stephen J. Lieb Paul J. Lightfoot 
63 
Mark A. Ligos J. Jordan Lippner Christopher P. Liss 
Daren A. Luma Kevin L. Luo Timothy P. Lynch 
Patrick A. Macarchuk Michelle L. Mancino Lorenzo Marinuzzi 
64 
Albert Marquez Richard B. Marrin Jr. Kathleen H. Marron 
Randi Massey Regina G. Massey Eileen S. Mazo 
Heather A. McCaffrey Kathleen McCarthy Robert P. McGovern 
65 
John A. McGrath Paula G. McGrath Matthew G. McGuire 
Patrick M. McGuirk Adriane K. Mcintyre Terence K. Mclaughlin 
Mercedes Medina Adrienne C. Meisels Michael A. Meisler 
66 
Vanessa Melendez-Vargas Serafin Menduina Carmen A. Mesorana 
Gary R. Meyer Samuel L. Michaels Peter J. Mignone 
jeanine M. Mitchell john T. Moehringer Francis R. Monaco 
67 
Gideon A. Moor Amy E. Moorhus Mary C. Morabito 
James C. Munsell Sheila M. Murphy Tracy J. Murphy 
Dawn R. Myers Aimee E. Nassau Ezra S. Nasser 
68 
Sean M. Nataro Laura A. Neumann Florence M. Novellino 
Brian M. Nurse Brian G. Oakley Kathryn R. O'Donnell 
Michael P. O'Mullan Philip F. O'Reilly Hugh E. O'Rourke 
69 
lanD. Orr Michael H. Ortenau Meaghan M. O'Toole 
Aaron R. Pam Gregg A. Paradise Christine E. Pardo 
Keum J. Park Matthew D. Parrott Philip A. Parziale 
70 
Peter Pavlow Eric W. Penzer Lance Perez 
David A. Perl Leslie C. Perrin Michelle J. Pessah 
Daphne P. Pineda David A. Polinsky loannis D. Potamousis 
71 
Allison D. Powell Joshua M. Protass Vincent T. Puma 
Gregory E. Puszkin Alan Rabinowitz Cynthia M. Rago 
Stacey J. Rappaport Randall L. Rasey Sameer Rastogi 
72 
Allison H. Reid Andre T. Reilly Robert A. Renzulli 
Lawrence J. Restieri Jr. Kim E. Richter William R. Richter 
Dave Rifkin Christopher W. Rile Julian D. Riley Jr. 
73 
Manuel J. Rios Deirdre M. Roarty Marni J. Roder 
Robert Rodriguez Craig A. Rogers Susan K. Rogerson 
Donald M. Rohan Kevin J. Rooney Daniel 0. Rose 
74 
Amy T. Rosenkrantz Jeffrey P. Rosier Ronald R. Rossi Jr. 
Karin N. Roth John M. Rowan James H. Rowland 
Danielle Rubano James M. Rubin David A. Rubino 
75 
Lee D. Rudy Christina S. Saber Brian R. Sachs 
Heather M. Sager Jeffrey W. Saks Jonathan P. Sander 
Elizabeth L. Sanders Robert R. Sandusky Ill James N. Saunders 
76 
Annette C. Saviet Stephe~ Savva Michael E. Scercy 
Daniel R. Schechter Virginia T. Schendler Brett A. Scher 
Peter S. Schlechter Harley J. Schnall Mary A. Schofield 
77 
Felice K. Schonbrun Scott A. Shaffer Cynthia P. Shames 
Steven R. Shapiro Robye Shaw Adam H. Sher 
Willard C. Shih Rachel L. Simon Thomas C. Singher 
78 
Bronwyn J. Smedes Brian J. Smith Rena D. Soclof 
Thomas E. Soja Kimberly A. Sommar Noel M. Spear 
Evan M. Spiegel Christopher 8. Spuches Christopher J. St. jeanos 
79 
Joanne Stabile Debbra Stolarik Jessica B. Sussman 
Ellen S. Sutton Michael J. Sweeney David M. Tanen 
Rochelle M. Tarlowe Jason S. Thaler Christine M. Tierney 
80 
Jennifer G. Tifford Janet K. Titus Russell W. Torres 
Daniel T. Towell Piero A. Tozzi Gordon F. Trabold 
Scott A. Trainor Michael S. Trokenheim Salvatore J. Tufino 
81 
Adrienne L. Valencia Judith Vargas David B. Vermont 
Gustavo L. Vila Liliana Villatora Catherine Wagner 
Daniel R. Wanderman Oren Warshavsky Cynthia D. Watson 
82 
Terence D. Watson Bruce S. Weinberg Scott Welkis 
Valerie D. White Michael S. Winderman Robert J. Winston 
Anne C. Winters Debra M. Wisdom Andrew D. Wyman 
83 





Lyle S. Zuckerman ~erard Catalanello, L.L.M. 
Marcel Enrich, L.L.M. Niral P. Kalaria, J.D. Anthony M. Lujack, J.D. 
84 
J.D. GRADUATES james J. Fournier John Mao 
NOT PICTURED josh Futterman Eugene R. Marquardt 
Paul J. Andre Daniel H. Galpern Gina M. Marsala 
Eric W. Baer David J. Goldberg David W. Martin 
Daniel Basov Dov Goldman Rhonda L. Martin 
Jeffrey M. Binder joshua B. Goldstein Myra P. Mass 
David Black Melissa A. Goldstein John Mastandrea 
Zev M. Bomrind Jennifer L. Gottlieb Michelle L. McCann 
Eileen C. Braman Eric W. Hager Joyce M. McCarthy 
jorge A. Burgos Jr. John F. Haley Thomas C. McCormick 
Theresa A. Caron Edward C. Haynes Luke A. McGrath 
Gina Caruso john E. Hedley Nancy I. Meyers 
jeannine L. Chanes Micah L. Hobbs Maura K. Monaghan 
jack J. Chen John F. Holler Anthony Morace Jr. 
jason H. Ciment Matthew C. Hurley Robert J. Murillo 
Patrick J. Comerford Zain Husain jennifer A. Needleman 
Deirdre Connolly Gregg J. jacobs Margaret J. O'Brien 
Walter I. Conroy Ill William A. Jaskola Paul V. O'Brien 
Eli Curi Jr. Alexander B. Johnson Pamela M. Ponnes 
. Yisroel 0. David Jonathan G. Kalikow john D. Paterniti 
Charles F. De Jager Ellery F. Karl Daniella Simon 
Maria C. Diacatos Brian H. Kim Richard C. Pettus 
Daniel Distasi Kyu 0. Kim Elliot B. Press 
John P. Doherty Renee Kinsella Kevin J. Quinn 
Peter M. Doran Brian R. Kurtzer Alessandra Ragozzino 
Timothy J. Dunn Ill Edward S. Lee Judith Rickman 
David P. Dutil Jae W. Lee James Rittinger 
Daniel H. Eichner Matthew R. Lee Michelle Rochester 
Nahel Elmiry jason T. Levine Vivian A. Root 
Suzanne M. Endrizzi Vincent J. Lonigro David V. Rossi 
Eladio Estrada Michael C. Lynch Jr. Kristin T. Roy 
John P. Falcone Mary E. Mabry Paul F. Ryan 
Michael J. Faust Kathleen Maffei William K. Schwarz 
Steven M. Felsenthal Susie A. Malloy Eric A. Scoppetta 
8. 
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Samantha V. Solis 
Jennifer A. Speigel 
Carmelia L. Stephens 
Kenneth E. Tabachnick 
Gregory Tatar 
Richard J. Teer 
G. Victor Treyz 
Teresa V. Triglia 
William E. Uebbing 
Kevin W. Waite 
Calandra A. Watts 
Robyn M. Watts 
William B. White 
Thomas W. Wilson.Jr. 
Ann H. Woo 







Editorial Board: Jeffrey jackson Editor-
in-Chief, David Bowen Managing Edi-
tor, Kenneth Persing Executive Editor, 
Haydee Correa Layout Editor, Yolanda 
Figueroa & Toni Jordan Copy Editors; 
Staff: Charlie Caldarola Layout Assis-
tant, Allison Reid Poet Laureate, Mat-
thew Paulose Contributor, Melba 
Fe liberty 
The Advocate 
Asian Pacific American Law Assoc. 
Executive Board: Doris Chang President, 
Linda Cheung & Naeem Vargo Vice-Presi-
dents, Samuel Cheng Treasurer, )ae Lee 
Secretary; Members: Third Year: Jack 
Chen , Peter Ching, Shobha George, 
Meena Goei-De, Yun Ho, Ravind Karam-
singh, Brian Kim, Michelle Kim, Edward 
Lee, ]ae Lee, Melinda Lee, So Young Lee, 
Cynthia Lie, Kai Sze Lui, John Mao, Keum 
Park, Sameer Rastogi , Willard Shih, Ann 
Woo; Second Year: Ajita Abraham, Jaime 
Alvarez, Craig Ascher, Claudette Baktiar, 
Monique Cheng, Kimberly Chin, John 
Chun, Robert Chung, Ken Duck, Philip 
Hosang, Carl Hum, Selena Hung, Eugene 
Hyun, Minna )ung, John Kim, Michael 
Kim, Evelyn Lim, Rick Lin, Joe McKernan, 
Kenneth Oh, Cathy Paik, Kirk Palma, Jigar 
Parikh, Darshan Patel, Joan Soares, Bainy 
Suri, Taku Tajiri , )ames Whalen, Aaron 
W ininger, Matthew Wong, Susan Yang, 
Keum Yoon; .Ei..t:s1...Yfa: Vui Bui, Lea-Wei 
Chang, Dickson Chin, Kara Ch ing, Susan 
Chun, Dong Yap Chung, Soojin Chung, 
Jason Cohen, Bindu Donovan , Jackie 
Frome, Nandakumar Govindaswamy, Ed-
die Hernandez, Ed Kang, Bo-Kyung Kim, 
Terris Ko, )ung-Kyu Koh, Ann Leddy, Dina 
Lee, Emma Lee, Krishna Madisetti , Julie 
Min, Julie E. Min, Sean O 'Neill, Cristina 
Park, Matthew Paulose, Amairis Pena-
Chavez, Mel issa Persaud, Ken Pershing, 
Deepak Reddy, Rakesh Sharma, lng-
Chuan Shen, Chad Sjoquist, Rosa Son, 
Michelle Tong, William Veto, Howard 
Wu, Thomas Yih, Daiske 
Battered Women's Advocacy Project 
Directors: julianne Cohn, Stephanie 
Gold, Renee Henderson, Toni Mele, 
Susan Rogerson & joseph Sponholz 
Black Law Students Assoc. 
Executive Committee: Richard Gadsby 
Chairperson, Rhonda Holmes Vice-
Chairperson, Toni Agard Secretary, 
Craig Rogers Treasurer, Chantal Sen-
atus Sub-Regional Representative, 
Natalynn Dunson Evening Representa-
tive; Members: Eugene Anyikwa, Char-
lie Austin, Michael Blackshear, Marina 
Blake, David Bowen, Kimberly Bur-
gess, Nichelle Bussey, jemine Byron, 
Andrew Campbell , Jamal Dawkins, 
Tyus Ethel, Regine Eugene-Burke, Tracy 
Field, Yolanda Figueroa, Loren Forrest, 
jr. , Dawn Gilbert, Sadia Graham, Kevin 
Green, Deesha Hill, Philip Ho Sang, 
Wilfred Holness, Bryan Hutchinson, 
Diedre jackson, Jeffrey jackson, Tat-
anisha james, Toni jordan, lsatu Kanu, 
Patrice King, Kim Lowe, Regina Mas-
sey, Alexander Matos, Tracey McNeil , 
Key Mendes, jevyn Nelms, Derek 
Nelson, Shamsey Oloko, Lydie Peirre-
Louis, joanne Quinones, Michele Reed 
Allison Reid, Shaun Reid, julian Riley, 
Melissa Rooker, N'Jameh Samuels, 
John Sander, john Saunders, Michael 
Scercy, Brittany Sessions, Angela Shel-
ton, Charles Smith Ill, Stephanie Step-
hens, Tommie Summerville, Allan Ur-
gent, Karen Walton, Valerie White 
91 
Board of Student Advisors 
Faculty Advisors: Prof. Tracy Higgins & 
Prof. William Treanor; Directors: 
Christina Chiaramonte, Brian Nurse, 
Gregg Paradise & Robye Shaw; Student 
Advisors: Ajita Abraham, Laura Al-
fredo, David Amendola, Craig Ascher, 
Shelley Atkinson, Henry Baer, Jr., Eva 
Barnett, John Breslin, Colleen Burrows, 
Nichelle Bussey, Kimberly Chin, John 
Chun, Walter Conroy, Eli Curi, Timothy 
Dockery, Michael Faro, Jennifer Feen-
ey, William Fenrich, Susan Ferguson, 
Amy Fleischmann, Brett Fox, Matthew 
Hiltzik, Allison Hollander, Michael 
Kim, Ronald Kornreich, jessica Lynn, 
Alysa Mendelson, Kenneth Montgom-
ery, E. Scott Morvillo, Sean Nataro, 
Florence Novellino, Cathy Paik, Kim-
berly Paulson, Kristine Pollicino, Carlos 
Ramirez, Kai Rebane, Jason Riesel, 
Christopher St. Jeanos, Jeffrey Saks, 
Mark Schildkraut, jill Siciliano, Car-
oline Sorokoff, Jason Thaler, Debbie 
Walters, james Zucker 
Central South Eastern European Law Assoc. 
Co-Chairs: Daniel Basov & judith Rick-
man, Allison Reid Budget Chair, An-
astasia Gerontis & Wei Ming Hsu 
L.L.M. Liasons; Members: Daniel Dis-
tasi , Randall Rasey, Holly Schepisi & 
Daniel Towell 
92 
Clan Na Gael 
Co-Directors: Samantha Kearns & 
Daniel Towell ; Members: Martin Bo-
gue, Felicia Busto, john Carlton, Nancy 
Carolan, Triana Coill y, Triana Cullinan-
ni, Tim Donahue, John Duggan, Timo-
thy Dunn, Thomas Egg, justin Gibbons, 
Daniel Healey, Jeffrey Hummel, Tara 
Hunt, Sean Kane, Kirk Kearney, Beth 
Kelly, Clare Lawler, Ann Leddy, Paul 
Lightfoot, Sharon Major, Rich Massin, 
Francis Matthews, Kathleen McCarthy, 
Brendan McFeely, Ann Marie McGrath, 
john McGrath, Mark McKeefry, Kim 
Marrow, Michael Moyer, Neil O ' Hal-
loran, Roy Richter, judith Rickman , 
George Sheehan, Barbara Sheridan, joe 
Small , joe Sponholz, Sean Sullivan, jay 
Tierney 
Fordham Law Community Service Project 
Board of Directors: Lisa Cabbagestalk 
& Vanessa Melendez Senior Directors, 
Melissa Goldstein & joanne Quinones 
Community Outreach Directors, jeffrey 
jackson Tutoring Director, David 
Greene Publicity Director, joel Sciascia 
Habitat for Humanity Director, Naeem 
Vargo Blood Drives Project Manager 
93 
Death Penalty Defense Project 
Executive Board: Kevin Brown Chair-
man, Michael Kim & Christian Trunnell 
Research Directors, Key Mendes Ad-
ministrator, Ellen Milligan Publicity Di-
rector; Members: Jodie Erlin & George 
Moskal 
Directors: John Butler, Gene DeMaio, 
Eva Landeo & Trey Sandusky; Cast: 
john Carlton, Lisa Cartafalsa, Haydee 
Correa, Jennifer Cotton, Leon Hirth, 
Samantha Kearns, Kerri Lawlor, Gina 
Lewis, Donna Mulvihill, Laura Neu-
mann, Alan Rabinowitz Randall Racey, 
Andre Reilly, Maria Rivera, )enna 
Smith, Maria Tahmouresie, Diana Val-
entine, Danny Zinman 
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Fordham Follies 
Fordham Finance, Security & Tax Law Forum 
Fordham Law Women 
Editors: Gian-Carlo Laguzza Editor-in-
Chief; Allison Powell Managing Editor; 
Gene DeMaio Symposium Editor; Ellen 
Sutton Business Editor; Keith Ott Re-
search & Writing Editor; Theodore 
Howard Alumni & Public Affairs Editor; 
Karin Roth Senior Articles Editor; Hec-
tor Baldonado Senior Notes & Com-
ments Editor; Eric Baer Associate Edi-
tor; Catherine Wagner Associate Editor; 
Staff: Anthony Burges, Natalynn Dun-
son, Fulya Neriman Erdogan, Michelle 
Frank, Bethann Gannon, justin Gib-
bons , Steven Goldstein , Jeffrey 
Greilsheimer, Donovan Griffiths, Rick 
Hardy, Michael Hickey, Kirk Kearney, 
Ross Klenoff, Robert Miklautsch, Kim 
Morrow, Greg Moundas , Peter 
Nesvold, Elizabeth Robinson, Victor 
Salerno, Paul Sayegh, Kevin Scanlon, 
Richard Sibery, joanne Stabile, Donald 
Steelman, Debbra Stolarik, Andrew 
Walcott, Kelvin Wheeler 
Officers: Renee Henderson & Allison 
Powell Co-Chairs, Meena Goei-De 
Treasurer, Ellen Sutton Secretary; Mem-
bers: Lisa Cartafalsa, Michelle Dob-
rowsky, Michelle Finneran, Anna Fran-
get is, Gwendolyn Gale( Vivian 
Huelgo, Eva Landeo, Clare Lawler, Cy-
nthia Lie, Katherine Loving, Paula 
McGrath, Key Mendes, Laura New-
man, Christine Pardo, Keum Park, Cy-
nthia Rago, judith Rickman, Elizabeth 
Sanders, judith Vargas, Naeem Vargo, 




Fordham Student Sponsored Fellowship 
Senior Directors: Paul Garfinkel, An-
drew Goldfrank & jeanine Mitchell; 
Directors: jill Heitler & Gregory Shuf-
ro; Lisa Pollard, Elissa Shechter & Chris 
Trunnell Goods & Services, Anthony 
Dreyer & Rhonda Martin Publications 
Directors, Howard Schragin & Bainy 
Suri Special Projects, jennifer Gottl ieb 
& jessica Lynn Non-Merchant Dona-
tions, Robert Gorzelany & Abigai l Levy 
Pledge Drive, Derek Denckla Stein 
Scholar Liaison 
Fordham International Law Society 
Executive Board: Gideon Moor Presi-
dent, Scott Welkis Vice-President, Re-
ynaldo Geerken Treasurer, jason Co-
hen Secretary, Ajita Abraham and Ken 
Duck Committee Chairs; Members: 
Gerard Capdevielle, H. Vern Clemons, 
Tom Chung, Triona Crilly, Tim Dockery, 
Murat Dulger, Daniel Dwyer, Todd 
Gorman, joseph Laroski, Ann Leddy, 
Andy Lee, Dina Lee, Emma Lee, Mic-
hael Moyer, Brendan Neary, jevyn 
Nelms, Jeff Panzo, Amairis Pena-
Chavez, Lydie Pierre-Louis, Judith Rick-
man, Alexea Ringo, Victor Salerno, 
Scott Stewart, Karen Walton, Brett 
Weinhouse, Carol Whitesides 
Italian American Law Students Assoc. 
Office rs: Vincent Puma President, Lisa 
Cartafalsa, Palmina Fava, Peter 
Mignone, and Pi ero Tozz i Board of 
Directors; Members: Cory Amatuzzo, 
Martin Bogue, Santo Borruso, Kevi n 
Buckley, Federico Ca ire, Anthony Cicia, 
Nancy Conniff, M arie Coppoino, 
Michael Cote, joseph Crupi , jason 
D'Ange lo, Mari sa DiMeglio, Marisa 
Espisito, Maria Fazzolari, Susan Fergu-
son, Carol Gaudet, Reynaldo Geerken, 
Vincent lerac i, Derek jokelson, Kirk 
Kearney, Hadrian Klikner, Kathi Lang-
Thorb, Steven LaSa la, Andrew Lee, 
Simon Maiko, Rhonda Martin, John 
Mastandrea, Ann Marie McGrath, 
Michael Morelli , Michael Neary, David 
Perillo, Rick Puccio, Robert Renzulli , 
Roy Ri chter, Sal Romanello, Victor 
Sa lerno, Anthony Sica, Joe Sponholz, 
Bainy Surri , jennifer Yu, Marc Zanoni, 
and jon Zefi. 
Jewish Law Students Assoc. 
Executive Committee: Alan Gal per President, 
Mark Salzberg Vice President, Heather Gold-
stein Secretary, Jason Schapiro Treasurer; 
Me mbers: Delon Abrams, Harlee Abrams, 
Patrick Anci, Heidi Balk, judy Barack, S. 
David Behin, Jodi Berlin, llyssa Birnback, 
David Black, Andrew Bloom, Stuart Bodoff, 
Eric Breitman, Steven Brodsky, Dan Brown, 
jason Cohen, Sandra Cohen, Doug Davis, 
Adam Endick, Gregg Englehardt, Steven 
Epstein, Dav id Finkelste in, jennifer Feeney, 
Jack ie Frome, Noah Genel, Basheva Genut, 
Samuel Ginsburg, Carrie Girgenti , M ichelle 
Gittlesohn, Tara Goldsmith, jonathan Gordon, 
Jeff Greilsheimer, Lora Groz insky, Diana Hart-
stein , Gail Hoening, Tracie Hoffman, Ezra 
Holezer, Allison Hollander, Peter Hart, 
Gwenn Kalow, Garry Kap lan, Heather Kara, 
Jonathan Keiser, Ross Kl enoff, Andrew 
Komaromi, Jonathan Konovitch, M itch Kraus, 
Daniel Lei bier, Kimberly Lerner, Alan Levine, 
Jeffrey Levitin, Laura Mantel l, Sharon Major, 
Adrienne Meisels, Seth Metsch, Lawrence 
Metz, Andrew Moskowitz, Peter Nesvold, )en 
Nierenberg, joe Nierman, Gregg Paradise, 
Meliss Persaud, Shari Preswosky, M ike Raft, 
)ames Rapp, Phi lip Richardson, Jason Rim-
land, Jeff Ros ier, joseph Satta, Lindsay 
Schoen, Brian Seymour, jason Schaeffer, Alli-
son Scharin, Stacey Schwartz, Michael Sharf, 
Robye Shaw, Ben Sherav, Mark Sherman, 
joseph Shumofsky, Caro line Sorokoff, Byron 
Spivack, Lisa Stranger, Dan Stuz in, Mara Tay-
lor, jerald Tenenbaum, Lawrence Wagenberg, 
)on Wei ner, Ron Weisenberg, Raphael 
Weitzner, Susan Welben, Justin Wertman, 
)ames Whalen, Sandra Wieder, Heath Zarin, 
Ross Zelman, Dan Zi nman 
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Latin American Law Students Assoc. 
Executive Baord: Sandra Gonza lez 
President, Henry Bell & Adrienne Valen-
cia Vice Presidents, Vivian Huelgo Trea-
surer, Haydee Correa Secretary; Mem-
bers: LLM: Jose Moran; Fourth Years: 
Gustavo Vil a, Third Years: Les lie Ca r-
rero, Eli Curi , Pedro Fernandez, Dolores 
Franco, Meli ssa Franco, Ben Kaplan, 
Carmen Markaki s, Mercedes Medina, 
Stephen Savva, Salvatore Tufiiio, judith 
Vargas, Sergio Villaverde; Second Years: 
jaime Alvarez, Ken Andino, Lexter Anto-
nio, Edgardo Ba ldinucci, Richard Bow-
man, Edgar Del eon, Alexander Matos, 
Annabel Nau, joanne Quinones, Lydie 
Pi erre-Loui s, Ca rlos Ramirez, Belkis 
Rodr iguez, Annette Sanjurjo, Abiga il 
Seda, Gui ll ermo Todd; First Years: 
Veronica Afif, Sergio Alegre, Herminia 
Castro, nadia Chanza, Marjorie De Ia 
Cruz, Milan Dey-Chao, jorge Diaz, 
Kevin Gonzalez, Charity Guerra, Eddie 
Hernandez, Ashok Marin, Francis 
Mendez, Chri st ina Pan-Marshal l, 
Amai ri s Peiia-Chavez, Raquel Reveron, 
Alexea Ringo, Kenneth Rio, Maria 
Rivera, Andrea Fitz, Tomasita Harrison, 
Yolanda Figueroa 
Officers: John Carlton justice, Albert Marquez Vice 
justice, Kirk Kearney Clerk, Steve Holinstat Treasurer, 
Brian Seymour Marshall, l aura Neuman Advocate, 
Denis Butkovic Secretary, Maria Tahmouresie Histo-
rian, Wi ll iam Vuk Proctor; Class of 1996: Dara 
Andreasen, Ch ristopher Annunziata, Michael 
Bertrand, David Black, Clifton Branch, Shari Brandt, 
Jorge Burgos, Christina Calise, Leslie Ca rrero, Paul 
Chr istodoulou, Gene De Maio, Michelle Donnay, 
Steven Eichel, Eri k Feig, Eric Feldt, jennifer Frederick, 
Allan Galper, Meena Gael-De, Russell Goldstein, 
Sandra Gonzalez, Frederick Hamble, Adam Hemock, 
Peter Hort, Greg Hotaling, Theodore Howard, Bruce 
jacobs, Raymond javdan, Abbe Kal nick, Ellery Karl , 
PhD., Samantha Kearns, Beth Kelly, Kcrri Lawlor, 
Joseph Lenda, Adam l evine, Francois Martino, Regi-
na Massey, Eileen Mazo, Heather McCaffrey, Mer-
cedes Medina, Samuel Michaels, Mary Morabito, 
Robert Murillo, Michael O'Mullan, Keum Park, Eric 
Penzer, Michelle Pessah, Stacy Rappaport. Dave 
Rifkin, Kevin Rooney, Karin Roth, Knstin Roy, Jamie 
Rubin, Robert Sandusky, Steve Savva, Brett Scher, 
joseph Seewald, Cynth ia Shames, Angela Shelton, 
Will Shih, Carol Sil ls, Thomas Singher, K1mberly Sam-
mar, Ellen Sutton, Irene Thomas, Adrienne Valencia, 
Shoba Varughese, Maria Volakos, Daniel Wander-
man, O ren Warshavsky, William White, Ross Zelman; 
Class of 1997: Robert Celestin, Anthony Cicia, Chris-
tine Chartouni, Ralph Dengler, Peter Dolezal, Murat 
Dulger, Jennifer Feeney, Reynaldo Geerken, Bessie 
Giannopulos, Allison Hol lander, Claire Keenan, Dan 
Kelley, Brian Lauck, Moselle Leventhal, Katherine 
l oving, Ca rmen Markakis, Ann Marie McGrath, 
lawrence Metz, Nicole Miller, Kieran Morris, Kim 
Morrow, Nabil Nader, Jenni fer Nolte, Hans Nesvold, 
Philip Richardson, lisa Robinson, Ketan Parekh, Dave 
Perillo, Victor Salerno, Mark Salzberg, l eah Schle-
icher, Erik Sherr, Shelby Ulan, Louis Zapata;~ 
1...9.2.8.: Cynthia Carew, Jason Cohen, Carolyn Cole-
man, Jonathan Denay, Andrea Fitz, l ora Groginsky, 
Patricia Higgins, Gwenn Kalow, Gary Kaplan, Ann 
Leddy, joAnn lengua, Jennifer May, Maria Mazzochi, 
james McCarthy, tiolly Mitchell, Donna Mulvihill, 
Kenneth Persing, Rick Sharma, Scott Stewart, Deep-
ak Reddy, Alexea Ringo, Maria Rivera, joseph Shu-
mofsky, Danielle Su ll1van, Diana Valentin;~ 
~ (Evening): jonatha n Gordon, PhD. , George 
Krokondelas, Cara Philippou 
Phi Alpha Delta 
Student Bar Association 
Executive Board 1995-1996: Hector 
Baldonado, Jr. President, Thomas 
Singher Vice President, Paul Benzinger 
Evening Vice President, A lysa Mendel-
son Treasurer; Benjamin Geyerhahn 
Secretary 
First Year Section Representatives 
1993-1994: # 1 : Stacey Rappaport, # 2: 
Micah Hobbs, #4: Thomas Singher, #5: 
Robye Shaw, #6: Hector Baldonado, #7: 
Eric Feldt, #8: Meena Goel, 119: Adri-
enne Meisels, #1 0: joseph Lenda, #11 : 
Steven Savva, 11 12: Kathleen Davy 
Student Loan Repayment Group 
Board of Directors: Derek Denckla 
President, jonathan Sander Vice-Presi-
dent, Emily Drucker At-Large, Susan 
Welber Secretary, Chris Trunnell 
Research; Individual Members: Ton i 
Agard, Kevin Brown, Sadia Graham, 
Margaret Hea ly, Stacey Schwartz, 
janine Sisak; Organizational Members: 
The Advocate, Asian & Pac ific American 
Law Student Association, Battered 
Women's Advocacy Project, Black Law 
Students Association, Community Ser-
vice Project, Fordham Law Women, 
Jewish Law Student Associat ion, 
National Lawyers Gui ld (Fordham 
Chapter), Stein Scholars Program, 
Unemployment Act ion Center (Ford-
ham Chapter). 
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Summation: The Yearbook 
Editors: Meena Goei-De Editor-in-
Ch ief, Cynthia Rago Photography Edi-
tor; Staff: Jenn ife r Boyle, Nichel le 
Bussey, Steven Eichel , Heather Sager, 
Susan Rogerson & janet Titus 
Unemployment Action Center 
Board Members: Eric Feldt, Frederick 
Hamble, jill Heitler, Florence Novelli-
no, Josh Orlinsky; leadership Counsel: 
Elena Paraskeva, Ron Wi esenberg; 
Advocates: Feli cia Busto, Nadia Chan-
za, Sandra Cohen, Carmel Ia DeGratto-
la, Milan Dey-Chao, Aysha Dixon, 
Steve Epstein, David Fitzgerald, james 
Gandy, john Gigante, Andres Grajales, 
Kevin Green, Belinda Grondin, David 
Hecht, Gail Hoening, Jeffrey Hummel, 
Tara Hunt, Shiel a Hurley, Eugene Hyun, 
Bruce jacobs, Bi ll Kilga llen, Had rian 
Klinkner, Emma Lee, Mark Ligos, Kim-
berly Lowe, Krishna Madisetti, Carmen 
Markakis, Keith Markel , E. Tom 
McAu li ffe, john McGrath, julie Min, 
Elissa Myerowitz, Brendan Neary, Mey-
nard Newman, Karen Ortiz, Kennith 
Persing, Michael Peterson, Shaun Reid, 
Alexia Ringo, Maritza Rivera, Stephen 
Rizzo, Anthony Ruggieri , Joseph Satta, 
A llison Scharin, Peter Schuyler, Rick 
Sharma, Paul Sinega l, Cha rl es Smith, 
Carl Swanson, Irene Thomas, William 
Vuk, Karen Walton, David Wexler, 
Donovan Wickline 
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Environmental Law Journal 
Symposium 
Editors: Keum Park Editor-in-Chief, Brett 
Coffee Managing Editor; Peter Ching 
Research & Writing Editor; Birgit Kurtz 
Senior Articles Editor; Tim Lynch Senior 
Notes & Comments Editor; John Butler 
Senior Symposium Editor; Eileen Mazo 
Business Editor; Steven Felsenthal, 
joshua Kraus & Salvatore Tu fino Notes 
& Comments Editors, Stuart Bodoff, 
David Greene & Patrick Ri ce Articles 
Editors, Marlo Young Symposium Editor; 
Erik Feig, Lewis M arshall , Sanjukta 
Misra, Terence Watson & jonathan Yor-
mak Associate Editors; Staff: Henry 
Baer, Jr., Kevin Brown, Charl es Caldaro-
la, joe Campolo, Monique Cheng, 
Haydee Correa, Sam Difeo, Simona 
Dolmaian, Michelle Don nay, Andre Fei-
gin, Melba Feliberty, Susan Ferguson, 
Dawn Gi lbert, Howard Glanzman, Ann 
Halden, jeremy Heckerling, Matthew 
Hiltzik, Eugene Hyun, Deidre jackson, 
Brian Kelly, Theresa Kerin s, Clare 
Lawler, jason Leventhal, j ess ica Lynn, 
Robert Matz, Ann Marie McGrath, Alysa 
Mendelson, Nicole Miller, Andrew 
Moskowitz, Annabel Nau, Laura Neu-
mann, jason Panzer, Jeffrey Panzo, 
Davi d Peri l lo, Andre Reill y, N'Jameh 
Samuels, Robert Shisler, Caroline 
Sorokoff, Kevin Stein, jai me Travis, 
Christian Trunnell, Allan Urgent, james 
Whalen, Aaron Wininger, Marc Zanoni, 
Louis Zapata, Ross Ze lman. Faculty 
Advisor: Prof. Nicholas johnson 
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Intellectual Property, Media & Entertainment Law journal 
Editorial Board: Derek Dressler Editor-in-
Chief, M oll y Cusson, Managing Editor, 
james Rubin Senior Articles Editor, Bruno 
Bier & Mark Schildkraut Articles Editors, 
Dani elle Rubano Symposium Editor, 
Ai leen Droughton Writing and Research 
Edito r, Karin Roth Business Editor, Al an 
Levine Senior Notes & Comments Editor, 
Michael Faro, Benjamin Kap lan, Beth Kelly 
& Philip O 'Reilly Notes & Comments Edi-
tors; Associate Editors: Selene Costello, 
Regine Eugene-Burke, Seth Goldman, Kai 
Lui , Randi Massey, john Moehringer, Eric 
Penzer, Christina Saber, Daniel Schechter 
& Daniel Towell ; Staff: Toni Aga rd, Ben 
Barrameda, Michael Breslin, M atthew 
Byrne, Suza nne Bryne, Chri s Cejas, 
Samuel Cheng, Ata Dinlec, jonathan Edel-
ste in, Darren Farrington, jenni fer Feeney, 
Tracy Fink, Michele Caiman, Benj amin 
Geyerhahn, M eli ssa Goldstein, Ri chard 
Hardy, Corey lnzucchi, Minna jung, Claire 
Keenan, Seth Krasilovsky, Eri c Lange, 
Joseph Laroski , Jr., Brian Lauck, Katherine 
Lov ing, Lawrence Metz, Michael Morelli , 
Sea n Murphy, H . Peter Nesva ld, jenni fe r 
Nierenberg, Robert Neufeld, Michelle 
Oestreich, Kenneth Oh, Kimberl y Paulson, 
Li sa Po llard, Annie Raulerson, Chris 
Romanelli , Mark Salzberg, Holly Schepisi, 
Leah Sc leicher, Brian Seymour, Barbara 
Sheridan, Anthony Sica, Edward Smith, 
Robert Strong, Chris Swanson, Taku Taj iri , 
Susannah Walter, Brett Weinhouse, Ronald 
Weisenberg. Faculty Advisor: Prof. 
Andrew Sims 
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International Law Journal 
Law Review 
Board of Editors: Gideon Moor Editor-in-
Chief, Kristin Roy Managing Editor, Zain 
Husain Senior Articles Editor, Charles De 
Jager Special Publications Editor, Marc Levy 
Writing & Research Editor, Tenley Adams, 
Richelle Tarlowe, I an Kelley, Daniela Levarda, 
Paul Lightfoot, Luke McGrath, Thom as 
Singher & Scott Trainor Notes & Articles Edi-
tors; Associate Editors: Chri stena Alexandrou, 
Christina Cal ise, Li sa Cartafalsa, Lisa Cirando, 
Amy Fleischmann, Josh Gutterman, Allan 
Galper, Daniel Galpern, Alexandra Hener, 
Margeret Healy, Shari Hines, Greg Hotaling, 
Bruce jacobs, Niral Kalaria, jordan Lippner, 
Sussie Ma lloy, Frank Monaco, josh Protass, 
Stacey Rappaport, julian Riley, Heather Sager, 
Robye Shaw & Scott Welkis; Staff: Anna Alvar, 
Richard Bowman, Doris Chang, Melissa 
Chapnick, Linda Cheung, Robert Chung, 
El ena D' Agustino, Kristin D 'Amico, Jenn ifer 
Davis, Derek Denkla, Timothy Dockery, Brian 
Duck, Gregg Englehardt, Palmina Fava, 
Besheba Genut, Matt Goldfarb, Robert 
Gorzelany, Todd Halpern, Jill Heitler, Vivian 
Huelgo, Ravind Karamsingh, Austin Keyes, 
Nitin Khakee, Gian-Carlo Laguzza, Stephen 
LaSala, Andrew Lee, Debra Lichtenstein, Eve-
lyn Lim, Kath leen M cCarthy, Key Mendes, 
Joseph Maiko, Florence Novellino, Sean 
O 'Donnell, Cathy Paik, Darshan Patel, Janet 
Reardon, Kai Rebane, Jam ie Reifel , Jason 
Rimland, Nancy Rocker, M elissa Rooker, Vic-
tor Salerno, Kevin Scanlan, Brett Sacher, 
Howard Schragin, Ji ll Siciliano, Toby Sol i, 
Joseph Sponholz, Joseph Strauss, Kenneth 
Swisstack, Alexander Tripp, Naeem Vargo, 
Maria Vola ri ch , Janet Walsh, Oren War-
shavsky, Susan Ya ng. Faculty Advisors: Prof. 
Roger Goebel , ProT. Ludwik Teclaff & Prof. 
joseph Sweeney 
Editorial Board: Rita Glav in Editor-in-Chief, Jason Thaler Managing Editor, Maura Monaghan W riting and Research Editor, Jack Chen & j ennifer Sp iegel Senior Articles 
Editors, Theodora Galacatos Annual Ethics Editor, Adrienne Meisels Annual Survey Editor, D. Benjamin Barros, Robert Cohen, Jennifer Frederick, Melanie Gri ffith, james 
Kehoe, Peter Mignone, Lawrence Restieri , Jr. , Deirdre Roarty & Michael Sweeney Notes & Articles Editors; Associate Editors: Roland Acevedo, Eva Barnett, Michael Bat-
tin, Jeffrey Blomberg, Gina Caruso, Walter Conroy, David Dut il , Steven Fortunato, Shobha George, Marie Gibson, Alexander Johnson, Ronald Kornreich , Michael O 'Mul-
lan, Gregg Paradise, Jeffrey Saks, Willard Shih, Christopher St. jeanos, Piero Tozzi & Kevin Waite; Members: Artemis Ann inos, Zev Bomrind, Shari Brandt, Hayden Cole-
man, Eric Czech, Marisa Esposito, Kell y Finley, Matthew Haverstick, Paul Hessler, Leon Hirth, Kerri Lawlor, So Young Lee, Joyce McCarthy, Adri ane Mcintyre, Terence 
Mcl aughlin, Meaghan O 'Toole, Alan Rabinowitz & Christopher Rile; Staff: Melissa Alwang, David Amendola, Craig Ascher, Christine Chartouni , John Chun, Anthhony 
Cic ia, Jonathan Cohn, Jason D'Angelo, Stephan Devaney, Marisa DiMeglio, Anthony Dreyer, Adam Endick, William Fen rich, Brett Fox, Bessie Giannopu los, M ichael 
Gilligan, Stephanie Gold, Lillian Grossbard, Susan Hawkins, Timothy Horman, Heather Johnson, Michael Kim, Carolyn Kramer, Gene Lee, Naftali Leshkowitz, Simon 
Maiko, Andrew Martin, Francois Martino, Casey McCutcheon, Deborah McFarland, Mark McKeefry, joseph McKernan, Michael Osnato, Jr., David Owen, Philip Power, 
Richard Puccio, Gene Rachmansky, Karen Ramos, Jeanette Redmond, Philip Richardson, Jason Riesel, Timothy Robb, Salvatore Romanello, Barbara Ruskin, Brendan 
Ryan, Cordelia Ryan, Stacey Saba, Richard Schachner, Todd Siegel, Michael Silverberg, Beverly Slaughter, Lisa Stanger, Ann Stanley, Thomas Tormey, Shelby Ulan, Eri n 
Walter, Justin Wertman, Douglas Whitaker, K. Matthew Wong, Keum Yoon; Faculty Advisor: Prof. Joseph Perillo; Lisa Gurley Business Secretary 
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Editorial Board : Michelle Mancino Editor-in-
Chief; Kevin Rooney Managing Editor, 
Andrew Goldfrank lnter-schoor Editor, Cyn-
thia Rago Business & Alumni Editor, Christina 
Chiaramonte Trial Advocacy Editor, Suzanne 
Endrizzi Kaufman Editor, William Richter & 
Vanessa Melendez Kaufman Associate Edi-
tors, Steven Holinstat Mulligan Editor, Kerri 
Lawlor & Sameer Rastogi Mulligan Associate 
Editors, Brett Scher Wormser Editor, Lisa Cab-
bagesta lk & Kim Sommar Wormser Associate 
Editors, Daniel Wanderman Mentor Editor, 
Allison Powell & Adrienne Valencia Mentor 
Associate Editors, Scott Welkis Jessup Editor, 
Leslie Perrin Cardozo Editor, Cecilia Froelich 
Craven Editor, Renee Kinsella Rendigs Editor, 
Jordan Lippner Tax Editor; Staff: Anna Alvar, 
Richard Bowman, Kevin Brown, Robert 
Ce lestin, Melissa Chapnick, Kristin D 'Amico, 
Carmela DeGruttola, Derek Denckla, Peter 
Dolezal, Timothy Donahue, Anthony Dreyer, 
Emily Drucker, Daniel Dwyer, Gregg Engle-
hart, Ed Fajardo, Palmina Fava, jennifer 
Feeney, Nicole Forde, Belinda Grondin, jill 
Heitler, Al li son Hollander, Rhonda Holmes, 
Andrew Komaromi , jessica Lynn, Robert 
Matz, john McCutcheon, john McGrath, 
Mark McKeefry, Mary Mihalopoulos, Nicole 
Miller, Jennifer Nierenberg, Sean O'Donnel l, 
Josh Orlinsky, Megan Ouchterloney, Jason 
Panzer, Jeff Panzo, Kimberly Paulson, Ken 
Philbin , Lydie Pierre-Louis, Li sa Pollard, 
jonathan Rauchway, Kai Rebane, Nancy 
Rocker, Rachel Rokhsar, Cordel ia Ryan, 
Stacey Sabo, Holly Schepi si, Leah Schleicher, 
Brian Seymour, Andrew Shore, jill Sici liano, 
Beverly Slaughter, Toby Soli, Ann Stanley, Tom 
Summerville, Ken Swisstack, Naeem Vargo, 
Janet Walsh, Elisabeth Wolfe, Alyssa Young, 
James Zucker; Faculty Advisor: Prof. Maria 
Marcus 
Moot Court Board 
National Team & Bench: Peter Lattman Captain, Micah 
Hobbs & Vivian Root; Timothy Donahue, Kevin Brown, 
Mary Mihalopoulos & Jill Siciliano 
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jessup Team & Bench: Ri chard Marrin, Leslie Perrin, 
Scott Welkis & Ann Woo; Luke Connel ly, Christ ina 
Kenny, john Mao & Irene Thomas 
Tax Team & Bench: Daniela Levarda, Steven Holinstat & Michelle Man-
cino; Kevin Rooney & jordan Lippner 
Craven Team & Bench: Micah Hobbs, Vivian Root & Andrew Goldfrank; 
Cec ilia Forelich, Kerri Lawlor, Luke McGrath & Adrienne Valencia 
Negotiation Team 1995: Christina Chia ramonte, 
Peter Ching, Meena Goei-De & Peter Metis; Facul-
ty Advisor: Prof. jacqueline Nolan-Haley 
Annual Dinner 
Trial Advocacy Team 1996: Belkis A lonso, Michael Lynch, Patri ck 
McGuirk, Robert McGovern, Heather Sager & Dav id Tanen 
1996 Kaufman Memorial Moot Court Competition 
Teams Not Pictured: Cardozo Team & Bench: Andre Reill y, Jen-
nifer Frederi ck & Peter Lattman; Li sa Cabbagestalk, Bern ard 
Daskal, Beth Kell y & Michelle Rochester 
RendigsTeam & Bench: Peggy Hea ly, Renee Kinsella & M atthew 
Haversti ck; Steven Lieb, W i lli am Ri chter, Eli zabeth Sanders & 
Rachel Simon 
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Editorial Board : Bernard Daskal , Editor-in-
Chief; Valerie White Managing Editor; james 
Killerlane Il l Business Editor; Lisa Greene 
Senior Articles Editor; Lee Rudy Writing & 
Research Editor; Steven Eichel & Ali san Harte 
Symposium Editors, Ming Ayvas, Christopher 
Cartier, Denise Dunkin, jae Lee, Rachel 
Simon & Daniel Zinman Articles & Notes Edi-
tors; Associate Editors: joshua Albert, Geral-
dine Cunningham, Matthew Leek, Maria Faz-
zolari , Marnie Brooke, Michelle Goveia & 
Judith Vargas; Staff: Jamie Alvarez, Edgardo L. 
Baldinucci , Bartholomew Banino, Naomi 
Bluth, Santo Borruso, John Carlton, Paul 
Christodoulou, Catriona Cullinane, Cassan-
dra De LaMothe, Ralph Dengler, Herbert Det-
rick II, Margarita Diaz, Joyce Dillon, Yeshim 
Ergin, Carol Gaudet, Allison Hollander, 
Samuel Greene, Jeffrey Jackson, Derek Jokel-
son, Steven Jupiter, Dina Kaporis, Jae Lee, 
Adam Levine, Abigail Levy, Charles Loesner, 
Albert Marquez, Alexander Matos, William 
McCabe, Patrick McGuirk, Mary Mihalopou-
los, Charles Miller, Mary Morabito, E. Scott 
Morvillo, Michael Neary, Elena Paraskevas, 
Christine Pardo, Anne Pettit, Kenneth Philbin , 
Kristine Pollicino, Laura Pro!, Carlos Ramirez, 
Diane Rapisarda, Gay ley Rosen, Darren Ross, 
Aileen Rowan, Chantal Senatus, Khadijah 
Sharif, Elissa Schecther, R. Andrew Shore, 
Gregory Shufro, Jennifer Smith, Steven 
Spencer, Byron Spivak, Shawn Treadwell, Avi-
gail Wakslak, Debbie Walters, Katherine 
Weinstein, Debra Wisdom, Mary Wynperle; 
Faculty Advisor: Prof. Daniel Capra 
Roland Acevedo, Sean Carpenter, Kim-
ber ley Chin, Harriet Clemons, Julianne 
Cohn, Anastasia Danias, Edgar De 
Leon, Derek Denckla, Pamela Denzer, 
john Doherty, Emi ly Drucker, Steven 
Epstein, Loren Forrest, Theodora Gala-
catos, Rita Glavin, Terissa Goldberg, 
Heather Goldstein, Elysa Gordon, jen-
nifer Gottlieb, Lillian Grossbard, Mar-
garet Hea ly, Rhonda Holmes, Carl 
Hum, Manuel Jimenez Jr. , Dr. Ellery 
Karl, Eva Landeo, Matthew Lee, Krishna 
Madisetti, Francis Matthews, Mercedes 
Medina, Howard Myerowitz, Hugh 
O'Rourke Jr., jack Pace, Cristina Park, 
joanne Quinones, Michelle Rochester, 
Belkis Rodriguez, Phoebe Roosevelt, 
Staci Rosche, Ronald Rossi, Elizabeth 
Sallinger, N 'James Samuels, Toure 
Samuels, jonathan Sander, Robert San-
dusky Ill, Virginia Schend ler, Maria 
Scheuring, Stacey Schwartz, janine 
Sisak, Lisa Stanger, Nico le Tell , Irene 
Thomas, Thomas Tormey, Ethel Tyus, 
Naeem Vargo, Sergio Villaverde, Robyn 
Watts, Robin Waugh, Susan Welber, 
jennifer White & Patrick White; Dir. 
Thomas Schoenherr & Asst. Dir. Sue 
Adelsberg 
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Stein Scholars 
In Memoriam 
William Hughes Mulligan '42 , & Louis Stein '26, at the Fordham-Stein Prize Dinner 
Dean William Hughes Mulligan 
1918-1996 
Wi lliam Hughes Mu lligan was a 1939 cum laude grad-
uate of Fordham Co llege with a bachelor of arts degree 
and a 1942 cum laude graduate of Fordham Law School. 
Mr. Mu lligan joined the faculty of Fordham Law School in 
1946 as a lecturer, and in 1954 was promoted to fu ll pro-
fessor. In 1956 he was named Dean and Wilkinson Pro-
fessor of Law at the school, holding the pos ition of Dean 
until 197 1. While Dean and Wilkinson Professor, he 
helped organize an educationa l program in the field of 
Eu ropean Community Law, one of the first in the country. 
He received Fordham's Bene Merenti medal for 20 years 
of distinguished service in 1966. 
In 1971, Dean Mu lli gan was appointed to the U.S. 
Court of Appea ls for the Second Circuit by President 
Nixon. He remained on the bench until1981 , when he 
became a partner in the New York law f irm of Skadden, 
Arps, Slate, M eagher & Flam . He retired from the firm in 
1991 . From 1982 to 1989, he served as a trustee for Ford-
ham Un iversity and as trustee emeritus of Fordham from 
1989 until his death. Fordham Law School establi shed The 
Wi lli am Hughes Mulligan Chair in Internationa l Studies 
last year in his honor. 




Louis Ste in graduated from Fordham Law Schoo l in 
1926 and three years later became Genera l Counsel of 
Food Fair Stores, Inc. In 1953, he was elected pres ident of 
the company, and in 1966 became Chairman of the Board 
and Ch ief Executive Officer, remain ing in this position 
until his retirement in 1972. 
For over forty years, Mr. Stein gave enormously of his 
ideas and resources to make Fordham Law School strong 
in areas involving ethi ca l, mora l, and service va lues. He 
created two major inst itutes: the Stein Institute of Law and 
Ethics and the Stein Center for Ethics and Public Interest 
Law. He also established the Stein Scholars Program, and 
in the early 1970's endowed an Emergency Loan Program 
for students in need. Mr. Stein also underwrote the early 
issues of the Fordham Urban Law journal , and provided 
support for the School's first student lounge at the Lincoln 
Center campus. In addition, he created the Fordham-Stein 
Prize, a prestigious national award, presented annua ll y to 
a lawyer whose work exemp li f ies outstanding standards of 
professional conduct, promotes the advancement of jus-
tice and brings cred it to the profession . 
Mr. Stein 's vision and support were recogn ized last year 
when the Fordham Law Review committed to publish an 
annua l Ethics issue and to estab li sh a position on the edi-
torial board for an An nual Ethics Editor. On October 25, 
1995 Fordham Law School held a dedication ceremony, 
attended by Mr. Ste in and hi s family, for the Louis Ste in 
Center for Law & Ethics. 
Louis Stein passed away at the age of 90 on March 1, 
1996. 
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A memorial for Louis Stein 
was held on April 17, 1996 
at Fordham Law School. The 
speakers were: Dean Feerick, 
Prof. Pearce, Rabbi Burton 
Visotzky, Theodora Gala-





Louis Stein Memorial 
Rabbi Visotzky, Reflections & Closing Prayer 
Louis j. Lefkowitz Public Service Alumni Award Recipients: Reverend 
Monsignor james j. Murray '51 , & Joyce Phillips Austin '45 . 
Theodora Galacatos '96, Stein Scholar 
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Dedication of Simple justice Sculpture 
ll.l\1 l 
' 
Invitees & guests viewing the sculpture 
Deidre jackson, Melissa Rooker, Allen Urgent & Stephanie Stephens 
The sculpture Simple justice is a gift to Fordham Uni-
versity by David Kluger, on behalf of his son, Richard 
Kluger. It was designed and created by Vivienne Thaul 
Wechter, Ph.D. On April 17, 1996 it was dedicated to 
Honorable Thurgood Marshall in recognition of his life-
long commitment to the pursuit of eliminating racism and 
bias, by the Fordham Black Law Students Association. 
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Symposiums 
Right: john Butl er '96, Smoozing at the ELJ Symposium; Middle Left: 
Danielle Rubano '96, IPLJ Symposium; Middle Right: Finance, Securi -
ties & Tax Law Forum Podium. 
IPLJ Podium 
11 0 
Gian-Carlo Laguzza '96, Editor-in-Chief, Finance 
Law Forum 
Annual Dinners 
IPLJ Dinner - Isn't it over yet? 
Moot Court Dinner - Dan Wanderman '96, & the Mrs. 
FLW Dinner 
We made it! Holly Schepsi & Bri an Seymour 
Professor Marcus- "Handle with care." 




Right: BLSA- Ruth Whitehead Whaley Annual Dinner; Middle 
Left: Award Recipient: Hon. Eugene Oliver, Jr.; Middle Right: 
APALSA-"Sweet Fortune" 






'"!" __ .. __ \ Left & Below Right: )LSA- Tu B'Shevat-Festiva l of trees and fruit 
..::---
·-----.~ -
LALSA Annual Dinner Award Recipient: Hon. Charles E. Ramos, '67 with Sandra Gonzalez, '96, Pres. 
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Alumni Luncheon 
Right: Gian-Carl o Laguzza '96 & Benjamin Geyerhahn; Middle 
Left: Job Hunting Tips!; Middle Right: Gideon Moor '96, Laz ing 
at the luncheon 
Luncheon Dais 
11 4 
Hon. Geraldine Ferraro '60 
Dean Feeri ck- Making the rounds 
at the Waldorf 
Left: Career Pow Wow; Middle Left: Luke McG rath '96, " I have 





Robert Renzulli "Honey where's your wa lking st ick?" -Aaron Pam 




at the St. Moritz, March 2, 1996 
Ted Howard & family-"Daddy I object." 
Cynthi a Lie 
Leon Hirth-"Danci ng the night away." Stop! "That's wi ld."-Mi chelle & Chri st ina 
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Right: Andrew Goldfrank & Cecilia Froelich- Romancing the 
law; Middle Left: Close encounters of the law kind; Middle Right: 
Dara Andreasen 
Salvatore Tufif\o, Adrienne Valencia & Sandra Gonzalez 
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Samantha Kearns 
Steven Ho linstat-"Ouch! I' ll lead." 
Left: D aphne Pineda, M eli ssa Franco & Jonathan Sander; Middle 
Left: Judith Vargas; Middle Right: M ari ssa jacobson 






90th Anniversary Gala 
Dean's Reception on the 




Right: Great Adventure Trip 
Jeffrey Hummel, Ellen Sutton, Clifford Branch, Allison Powell & Gene DeMaio - '96 grads. 
Prof. Lanzarone, Mr. Puma, Dean Feerick & Vincent Puma '96 
Dean Martin, Mr. Gael & Mrs. Gael 
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Fordhan1 1 Jaw 
~ )th \ nnu,tl 
lkn & ltt ~ch 
~1ftb al l ' l'ournJnH.: nc 
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Class of 1996 - 5 73 LLMs & J Ds 
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Commencement May 19, 1996 
The Eugene]. Keefe Award to Louis Stein '26 pre-
sented by Hector]. Baldanado '96 was accepted by 
Marilyn Bel let, daughter of Mr. Stein. Right: Dean 
Feerick with Marilyn Bel let. 
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Cynthia Rago Photography Editor 
Su san Rogerson & janetTitus Staff: jennifer Boy le, Ni chelle Bussey, Steven Eichel 
& Heather Sager 
Special Thanks to: Tina Goel & Sharon Kapner, Layout & Copy; M om & Dad; Mr. George Geer, Delmar 





Edward Arthur Somner 
1969-1996 

